
**Position:** Contract Full Stack Engineer
**Location:** Remote / San Francisco, CA
**Company:** GenPF.ai

**About GenPF.ai:**
GenPF.ai is a SaaS that helps investment managers enhance performance and manage risk.

**Role Overview:**
We are looking for a highly skilled Full Stack Engineer to join our dynamic team. In this role,
you will be responsible for building and enhancing our flagship platform, which aids portfolio
managers in making smarter investment decisions. You will work closely with our data
scientists, product managers, and other engineers to develop scalable and robust solutions.

**Key Responsibilities:**
 Design, develop, and maintain the GenPF.ai web application, ensuring high

performance and responsiveness.
 Implement user interfaces using React and integrate them with backend

services.
 Develop and manage backend services using Node.js, Python, or other relevant

technologies.
 Integrate with AWS services for cloud-based deployments, storage, and

computing.
 Work with the OpenAI API to incorporate AI-driven insights and

recommendations into our platform.
 Collaborate with cross-functional teams to define, design, and ship new features.
 Ensure code quality through writing automated tests and conducting code

reviews.
 Troubleshoot, debug, and upgrade existing software.

**Requirements:**
 Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, Engineering, or a related field.
 Proven experience as a Full Stack Engineer or similar role.
 Proficiency with front-end frameworks, particularly React.
 Strong knowledge of backend development using Node.js, Python, or equivalent.
 Hands-on experience with AWS services such as EC2, S3, Lambda, RDS, etc.
 Familiarity with the OpenAI API and its integration into web applications.
 Understanding of RESTful APIs and web services.
 Experience with version control systems, preferably Git.
 Excellent problem-solving skills and attention to detail.
 Strong communication skills and ability to work collaboratively in a remote team

environment.



**Preferred Qualifications:**
 Experience in the financial technology (fintech) sector.
 Knowledge of SQL and NoSQL databases.
 Familiarity with DevOps practices and tools.
 Understanding of containerization technologies such as Docker.
 Experience with building secure applications on AWS

Email resumes to sutanto@genpf.ai

**GenPF.ai is an equal opportunity employer. We celebrate diversity and are committed to
creating an inclusive environment for all employees.**


